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LANDSCAPERS UNETHICALLY SOURCING WEATHERED 
ROCKS AND DEVASTATING RARE PLANT HABITATS?

Kloof Conservancy has proudly and actively 
promoted indigenous gardening as one of the 
most important means of protecting our 
biodiversity. One of our major events is the annual 
Indigenous Open Gardens show and many of the 
gardens on show over the years have included 
weathered rock features. 

Whilst the  
has not actively promoted rock features per se we 
do accept that an unintended consequence may 
well have been the popularisation of these 
features and this would in turn have encouraged 
the industry that sources these rocks.

We have been aware of the problem regarding the 
unethical removal of weathered rocks, large trees 
and aloes from natural habitats and we have in 
some cases avoided gardens and landscapers for 
this reason. We will in future need to be even more 
selective in choosing gardens so as not to 
promote the plundering of our natural habitats. 
Where gardens have existing weathered rock 
features we will need to explain the sources or 
at least acknowledge a de facto situation and 
actively highlight the negative consequences.

Whilst weathered rocks may enhance the 
appearance of a garden they are by no means 
essential to achieve an excellent indigenous 
garden. There are however legitimate sources of 

Weathered rocks are not essential to achieve an 
outstanding indigenous garden (or any garden for 
that matter) and their indiscriminate and illegal 
removal from the veld is a serious problem. 

David Styles, a respected local botanist recently 
publically raised the question of the unethical 
sourcing of weathered rock for landscaping use, 
and the devastating impact this practice has on 
rare plant habitats. 

annual Indigenous Open Gardens show
Weathered rocks in the veld – rarely do such  
rocks and boulders sit alone, devoid of plants in 
degraded surrounds. When the rocks are removed, 
associated plant communities are destroyed.  

supply and we would urge anyone who insists on 
purchasing weathered rocks to meticulously verify 
the source of the rocks and not to purchase them if 
there is any doubt as to the legitimacy of the 
source.

The Kloof Conservancy Indigenous Open Gardens 
show has been running since 1999 and it has been 
instrumental in contributing to the protection of 
KwaZulu-Natal’s biodiversity by educating the 
broader public about our floral diversity and the 
merits of indigenous gardening, and by raising 
significant sums of money for local conservation 
projects, including for the removal of invasive alien 
plants in Krantzkloof Nature Reserve to which we 
have contributed over R500 000. Our next show is 
scheduled for the weekend of 24-25 May 2014.

Photo: David Styles
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32 Don’t forget to e-mail photographs of any interesting sightings of Kloof’s flora and fauna to 
info@kloofconservancy.org.za. We also encourage you to record your observations on SANBI’s 

citizen scientist project, iSpot. For more information visit: http://www.ispot.org.za/

You may recall us advertising numerous raffle 
prizes for the Indigenous Open Gardens show 
earlier this year. The top prize, a two-night 
accommodation voucher for four people at Ithala 
Game Reserve (sponsored by eZemvello KZN 
Wildlife) was won by Jane Kraunsoe. 

Jane recently returned from her prize winning 
weekend and sent us these photographs – it is 
great to know that the prize was put to good use 
and thoroughly enjoyed!

Planning for the 2014 Indigenous Gardens event 
is progressing well and we are targeting the 
weekend of 24-25 May as a likely date – book 
your diaries!

               Deborah Butt sent us this picture of two frogs 
that were giving her sleepless nights! 

We called on well-known local amphibian expert Dr 
Jeanne Tarrant to help us with the identification and 
she replied: the smaller one is a Clicking Stream Frog 
(note the very long back middle toe), and under the 
leaf, what looks to be a Guttural Toad. 

               White-ringed Atlas Moth (Epiphora 
mythimnia). Moths are generally considered drab 
brown insects but there’s much more to these mostly-
nocturnal fliers than meets the eye as this photograph 
clearly shows! 

Not only are moths extraordinarily diverse in colour, 
shape and size but they also help  to pollinate pants 
and are important food for other animals such as 
bats.

               White-tailed Mongoose (Lchneumia 
albicauda) is the largest species of  mongoose. We 
previously reported sightings of melanistic White-
tailed Mongoose (i.e. with a black tail), and Craig 
Widdows has now sent us this photo of a normal 
White-tailed mongoose. I

ou can 
clearly see the lightly coloured tail. 

These mongoose feed mostly on insects, locusts, 
beetles, and mole crickets, while rats, mice, shrews, 
lizards, snakes and small birds are also eaten, along 
with the occasional fruits and berries.

n the photograph above, 
which was taken in the Forest Hills area, y

               It is snake time! Garth Baker sent us this 
photograph of a Rhombic night adder (Causus 
rhombeatus). He reports that it took 35 minutes for 
the snake to swallow the toad! 

The Rhombic Night Adder is mildly venomous to 
humans and is generally not dangerous. The venom is 
cytotoxic, causing pain and swelling and occasionally 
necrosis.  It may cause acute discomfort in some 
cases. 

Although antivenom is effective against the venom, it 
is generally not required. In spite of the relatively low 
toxicity of the venom, bites from this snake should not 
be treated lightly.

INDIGENOUS OPEN GARDENS
RAFFLE PRIZE ENJOYED 

AT ITHALA GAME RESERVE 
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This month we continue to look at the indicators that the municipality uses 
to measure the state of biodiversity and we focus at how the municipality 
assesses species abundance.

This information is an extract from the municipality's State of Biodiversity
Report 2011-2012. The full report can be downloaded from our Dropbox
(3MB file): .http://db.tt/vPvGEZkr?dl=1/

6.3. Species abundance: 
In terms of representing urban biodiversity, three 
taxonomic groups are commonly surveyed i.e., 
plants, birds and butterflies. In Durban, reliable, 
quantitative data sets for most groups of organisms 
are difficult to obtain because of the lack of long 
term monitoring initiatives. For the purposes of this 
report only data that are collected consistently and 
quantitatively are utilised. 

6.3.1. Waterbirds of Durban Bay: 
Despite the Waterbirds of Durban Bay dataset being 
one of the most comprehensive datasets available 
in the eThekwini Municipal Area, actual trending is 
not possible on a year by year basis. This is because 
long term trends are best seen over longer periods 
of times (decadal, for instance). The Durban
Natural Science Museum is currently compiling a 
synthesis of the past 13 years of Waterbird counts in 
Durban Bay. These data will be available in the next 
State of Biodiversity report.

6.3.2. Black-headed Dwarf Chameleon:  
Bradypodium melanocephalum is a regionally 
endemic chameleon and its range is restricted to 
the coastal belt of KZN. The two vegetation types 
inhabited by this chameleon are North Coast 
Grassland and South Coast Grassland, both of 
which are classified as Critically Endangered. 

Some of the key management actions to conserve 
this important species include: 
?Managing the D’MOSS strip and Chameleon Park 

appropriately to increase the available 
chameleon habitat. 

?Increase the protection status of the Chameleon 
Park from Public Open Space to Environmental 
Conservation Reserve. 

?Continue monitoring the Chameleon Park sub-
population.

In 2002, Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife initiated the 
monitoring of this species at two localities in 
Durban i.e., Chameleon Park and a plot of land 
within D’MOSS next to the Edwin Swales Business 
Park. The results from the past nine years of 
monitoring show an alarming decline in Dwarf 
Chameleon populations in the surveyed areas. In 
2011/2012, the eThekwini Municipality met with 
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife to attempt to address the 
alarming decline of this locally endemic species.

Following this meeting, a management plan was 
developed for the area. The following has been 
noted since the development and implementation 
of the management plan:
?Few dwarf chameleons were recorded in 2011/ 

2012 but since the area of suitable habitat is 
increasing, it is likely that the population will 
increase over the years if appropriate 
management is continued.

?Alien plant control has been initiated at 
Chameleon Park, but it is critical that this 
continues regularly as there is still a substantial 
amount of work to be done.

?There are signs that if the alien plant control is 
implemented regularly, the habitat will be 
returned to a good condition for the dwarf 
chameleons and other wildlife.

?The variety and number of seed-eating and 
other birds appeared greater than in previous 
years.

?The amount of habitat is also increasing with the 
decrease in incompatible management 
practices, such as mowing.

Krantzkloof Nature Reserve 6-hour (strenuous) guided walk. R30pp. Meet 
at Kloof Falls Rd picnic site at 07h45. No booking required.

Krantzkloof Nature Reserve 4-hour (relaxed) guided walk. R30pp. Meet at 
Kloof Falls Rd picnic site at 07h45. No booking required

Krantzkloof Nature Reserve 4-hour guided walk. R30pp. Meet at Kloof
Falls Rd picnic site at 08h00.

Glenholme Nature Reserve 2-hour guided nature walk. Meet at 08h30 at 
the SPCA tea garden. Donations go towards maintenance and upkeep of the 
reserve.

Springside Nature Reserve guided walk. All welcome; easy walk on well 
maintained paths. Donations accepted for ongoing Hillcrest Conservancy 
projects. Meet at 07h30. Tea/coffee served in the resource centre after the 
walk. Contact Sue on 031 765 6809.

SUNDAY 1 December

SUNDAY 8 December

WEDNESDAY, 11 
December

SUNDAY 15 December

SUNDAY 17 November

KLOOF CONSERVANCY EVENTS IN DECEMBER
For more information please visit our website: www.kloofconservancy.org.za

Birds of
Kranzkloof

BACK TO
NATURE

www.kloofconservancy.org.za

                      

Consider this: One study showed that the average 
power tool bought for use by a homeowner is 

used for just half an hour in its lifetime. And yet, 
most homes on any given street might have

 the same tool sitting in the garage! 
Borrowing is free, so it’s a good first choice.

SAVE THE EARTH’S
                RESOUCES ... BORROW

Despite the rain, our October Back-to-Nature event 
BIRD DAY was well supported. While the wet 
weather did nothing to dampen the enthusiasm  
of bird lovers, young and old, the birds themselves 
were scarce ... doing whatever it is that birds do on 
a chilly, rainy day! 

There was a good turn-out at Dave Bishop’s  
informative and entertaining talk which focused 
on the birds found in Krantzkloof Nature Reserve. 

                            CHECK THE              
                TEMPERATURE SETTING 
                      ON YOUR GEYSER

Heating your geyser costs up to 30% of your 
electricity bill. Set your geyser to 55°C –  this 

temperature is more than adequate for   
most purposes and you will save money 

on your electricity bill.

TIP

45
TIP

46

Arnia van Vuuren and Lesley Frescura from BirdLife 
Port Natal kept the children busy with fun activities 
including drawing and bird identification from slides. 

A number of adults and children even braved a short 
walk along the Long-shaddows Trail in the drizzle!

We thank you all for your support, and look forward 
to you joining us at our next Back-to-Nature event in 
the new year. Visit  for 
details.

www.kloofconservancy.org.za 

BIRD DAY 2013 IN ASSOCIATION WITH BIRDLIFE
A KLOOF CONSERVANCY EVENT

Planet in 
YOUR hands 

Black-headed Dwarf Chameleon. 
Photo: Jenny Loughlin (from Keep Hillcrest Beautiful  
www.keephillcrestbeautiful.wordpress.com)

RESULTS FROM THE PAST 
NINE YEARS OF 
MONITORING SHOW AN 
ALARMING DECLINE IN 
DWARF CHAMELEON 
POPULATIONS...” 

“
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